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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
An unprecedented and historic convergence of events – the COVID-19 pandemic, protests for racial justice, and 
economic recession – have descended on our nation, including Downtown San Jose. Like most businesses and 
civic organizations, the San Jose Downtown Association (SJDA) initially responded as best we could. Our 
Groundwerx crews worked daily to keep downtown safe and clean and our office staff worked tirelessly to 
support the property owners, businesses, residents, and institutions that provide the lifeblood of Downtown.  
Large-scale festivals and events, long a mainstay of the organization, were cancelled through the end of the 
calendar year. A grant program to help small businesses impacted by vandalism and looting was launched and 
fulfilled in the month of June. The many dimensions of these disruptions were complex and dynamic, yet we 
were able to work together as a community to adapt to our rapidly changing realities. 

As the gravity and longevity of the pandemic became clear, SJDA was granted an opportunity by the Knight 
Foundation to take stock of dramatic changes and look forward. The notion of a “Stabilization Plan” was 
envisioned to help SJDA navigate through the continued turbulence and unknowns of the pandemic and 
consider changes that should be made for the organization in a longer time horizon.    

To undertake the Stabilization Plan, SJDA engaged Progressive Urban Management Associates (P.U.M.A.), a 
national economics and planning consultancy that specializes in working with downtown organizations and 
improvement districts.  P.U.M.A. brought past experience with Downtown San Jose and SJDA, having assisted in 
the formation and renewal of the Property-Based business Improvement District (PBID) that funds Groundwerx 
and SJDA’s business support and street life initiatives. 

To complete its work, P.U.M.A interviewed about 30 key downtown influencers and SJDA partners.  
Presentations and interactive sessions were held with both the boards of the PBID and SJDA. SJDA staff 
participated, including one-on-one interviews with the organization’s program managers. An online survey was 
launched to seek additional input into the stabilization planning process, securing 1,254 responses.  

The Stabilization Plan finds five key implications for SJDA and its future: 

• The PBID and Groundwerx are a core strength of the SJDA and need to continue to be a central focus of 
stabilization efforts.  

• The SJDA needs to be the leader in nurturing the storefront economy, in recovery and beyond. 
• Marketing, promotions, and events should be repositioned to focus primarily on building the case for 

Downtown and reaching the diverse San Jose market. 
• SJDA can be an innovator and implementer to both support and lead changes coming out of the pandemic. 
• SJDA is in need of an update to its business model, and a realignment of staff and board to match it. 

To respond to these implications, the Stabilization Plan offers short-term program adjustments that can be 
implemented within the next six to 12 months, a period that is expected to be dominated by continued 
instability created by the pandemic. As conditions stabilize, including in anticipation of the PBID renewal process 
that begins later this year, the Plan offers a blueprint for the next generation of the SJDA in anticipation of 
future challenges, opportunities, and imperatives. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The following Stabilization Plan is intended to guide the San Jose Downtown Association (SJDA) through near-
term disruptions caused by COVID-19 and create a framework for how SJDA could evolve beyond the pandemic. 
The streamlined strategic planning process kicked off in May 2020 and was completed in July 2020. 

The Plan seeks to meet the following objectives: 

1. Evaluate options and a preferred course for SJDA to stabilize its operations and finances while also 
enhancing its value proposition with stakeholders that include downtown property owners, businesses, 
residents and civic partners. 

2. Determine SJDA’s role in the economic stabilization and recovery of downtown San Jose, and identify 
organizational adjustments to aide in this response. 

3. Establish a framework for subsequent long-term planning for the organization, including the eventual 
update of its strategic plan, transition of its Executive Director and renewal of the downtown PBID. 

4. Engage the board, business and civic leaders and other district stakeholders in a participatory process to 
develop the SJDA Stabilization Plan. 

The Plan process consisted of two basic steps: (1) discovery, including stakeholder interviews, group meetings, 
and a public online survey; and (2) synthesis, plan development, and SJDA leadership feedback. 

SJDA Background 

The San Jose Downtown Association, a non-profit, membership-based organization founded in 1986, represents 
business and property owners and works to enhance Downtown’s vitality and livability. SJDA has created a 
legacy as a trusted leader in advocacy and implementation of programs and services to improve, develop, 
beautify and promote Downtown. Through signature experiences such as Music in the Park and Downtown Ice, 
SJDA built and continues to grow effective marketing and communication platforms to enhance the downtown 
San Jose value proposition for businesses, residents and visitors. The organization has formed two assessment 
districts Downtown: a Business Improvement District (BID) in 1989 and a Property-Based Improvement District 
(PBID) in 2007 that introduced its popular Groundwerx services. SJDA also has agreements in place to manage 
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three other separate entities – the San Jose Downtown Foundation (established in 1995), the San Jose 
Downtown Property Owners Association responsible for the PBID and Groundwerx (established in 2007), and 
the Downtown Community Development Corporation (established in 2014).  

Additional details on SJDA and these three separate entities it manages are provided in the flowchart below. 
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STAKEHOLDER OUTREACH 
INTERVIEW COMMON THEMES 
Approximately 30 individual stakeholders were interviewed in one-on-one or small group settings in May and 
June 2020. Stakeholders included business owners, property owners, anchor institutions, employers, and 
partner organizations, SJDA staff members, and current and past SJDA board members. The SJDA and Property 
Based Improvement district (PBID) boards of directors were also engaged in the initial outreach process. 
Interviews focused on Downtown’s near-term challenges and opportunities while coping with the impact of the 
pandemic, Downtown’s longer-term implications, and SJDA’s near- and longer-term implications as an 
organization. Common themes are summarized below by topic area. 

Downtown Conditions Prior to COVID-19 Crisis 
There were several challenges already facing Downtown, some long-standing, prior to the crisis; yet, 
there was also extraordinary development momentum in the area. 

Downtown was challenged by several factors prior to the crisis 
● A lack of activity during “off-hours” (after 5 p.m. and on weekends) 
● Homelessness prevalence  
● An already fragile small business ecosystem, with high rents, challenging lease terms, a slow permitting 

process, and retail vacancies 
● Dependent on a few large anchors – Convention Center, SAP Arena, SJSU, Arts/Entertainment and 

several major employers 
● A modest residential population and general lack of density throughout Downtown 

At the same time, Downtown was having a moment prior to the crisis 
● Big development momentum – several major projects had been announced or were underway including 

the Jay Paul developments, Google’s Downtown West project, Adobe, and the Westbank/Urban 
Community and Urban Catalyst projects 

● Inspired excitement in other sectors - public transportation investment, affordable housing, 
neighborhood engagement, workforce development and business openings 

● There were also some signs of much needed growth in the residential sector 

Downtown: Near-Term Challenges 
The challenges are significant in the near-term, and revolve around the lack of people in Downtown, an 
erosion of Downtown’s small business economy, and skepticism that people will return quickly as we 
move through reopening. 

Weak daytime and evening populations 
● Downtown is a place fueled primarily by office workers and events; two sectors hit very hard by the 

crisis 
● Anticipation of slow return of the employee base to Downtown, and a lasting impact of extended or 

permanent WFH (work from home) policies announced by several Silicon Valley tech companies 
● There will be no conventions at the Convention Center, nor games/events at SAP Arena for the 

foreseeable future 
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● SJSU – another major anchor for Downtown and market for Downtown businesses – has already 
announced primarily distance learning through the fall 2020 semester 

● While there had been positive signs of growth, Downtown still lacks residents that can serve as a captive 
market  

● Downtown typically became a regional destination at night for dining, arts, entertainment, events and 
now that is severely constrained for foreseeable future 

Small businesses are extremely vulnerable 
● Another sector hard hit by the crisis, and one that already had some fragility given local market 

dynamics (see section above)  
● Anticipation of a high number of closings and empty storefronts (estimates varied widely) 
● Santa Clara County and the State of California have been conservative in closures and reopening, 

especially impacting bars, nightclubs, arts groups, theaters, festivals, special events and other elements 
of downtown’s entertainment industry 

Homeless population that has increased and/or become much more visible 
● With abatement mostly paused during the pandemic and without other uses, activities, and people on 

the street, this is what you see when you go downtown 
● Concerns that Downtown doesn’t feel comfortable or pleasant right now 

The lasting impact of COVID-19 on the public psyche 
● Throughout reopening, people will be skittish to return to Downtown 

Downtown: Near-Term Opportunities 
Near-term optimism all revolved around an overarching theme that Downtown has a window of 
opportunity to be a place for incubation, experimentation and creativity. 

Rethink Downtown streets and public spaces for the better 
● The City’s Al Fresco initiative is a great concept that will require management of shared public spaces  
● Near-term efforts are a must, but these changes also have the potential to be longer-term or permanent 

Activate and fill vacant real estate 
● There will be lots of empty spaces, from both business closings and work from home (WFH) implications 
● Empty storefronts will have potential not just for retail, maker spaces and pop-ups, but also small 

venture-backed businesses with strong fundamentals and growth potential  
● The arts community, also devastated financially in this environment, will need dedicated resources and 

should be utilized as a partner in rebooting Downtown and activating spaces  
● Tapping San Jose’s DIY culture and preponderance of women and BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and people 

of color) entrepreneurs is a natural niche for downtown 

This is a chance for strengthening and refreshing offerings   
● An opportunity for businesses that do survive the crisis to come out stronger on the other end; and for 

stale businesses to turnover into new ones with fresh energy 
● Implementing a local preference policy to direct public and private spending to San Jose businesses 

Engage tech companies that are booming during the COVID crisis 
● Several Silicon Valley/Downtown companies have seen strong growth during COVID, including Zoom, 

Door Dash, Square, etc. 
● This presents an opportunity to innovate with these businesses on a local level 
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Downtown: Longer-Term Implications 
Stakeholders expressed optimism for the region’s recovery, but weren’t sure how this would translate to 
Downtown. Emphasis was placed on Downtown’s trajectory being tied to the continuation of major 
development projects that were in progress prior to the crisis. 

San Jose/Silicon Valley region is one of the most resilient and innovative economies in the world 
● Expectation that the region will bounce back stronger – it’s a part of the country that has led the 

economy out of recessions in the past 

However, the future of Downtown is less clear 
● The need continues to position and promote Downtown as the urban center of San Jose/Silicon Valley  
● Commensurate with what would be expected for a city of its size Downtown hasn’t naturally drawn 

people in the past 
● Downtown is still searching for an identity and a new magnetism; its own “thing” 

A need to regain momentum Downtown was experiencing prior to the crisis 
● “We are an unfinished city” 
● Much of Downtown’s velocity is tied to the major developments that were under construction or 

entitled prior to COVID, including the Jay Paul developments, Google’s Downtown West project, Adobe, 
the Urban Catalyst projects, and the Westbank/Urban Community projects 

● Facing extreme hardships, arts groups will require extra emphasis to return to their prominent role in 
downtown   

● Historically, major developments in San Jose have been more functional-oriented, and not focused on 
urban design, place-making and connectivity 

● It will be critical that these major projects aren’t designed and developed in a vacuum – an opportunity 
to bring them to the table together, collaborate, and consider the connective tissue between them and 
their surroundings 

Anticipation of major loss of public funding 
● A lack of City funding, even for some basic services, over the next several years 
● Competition for sparse public funding will be high throughout the region 
● There will be more of a reliance on third sector organizations like SJDA that can leverage the private in 

public-private partnerships   

SJDA: Near-Term Implications 
There’s a desire to think big in the near-term. Stakeholders want to see SJDA increase its support for small 
businesses, as well as continuing to emphasize clean and safe services, and marketing and 
communications. 

Think boldly and take risks 
● “This is a time to break the rules and reset the rules” 
● “They have a window of opportunity to change the normal” 
● Be an incubator, encourage creativity and innovation, take initiative, pilot new approaches 
● Advance change and favorable policies through pro-active actions and problem-solving 

Maintain focus on clean and safe services 
● Cannot afford to let up on these services – people need to feel comfortable going Downtown again 
● Cleaning services may need to be bolstered (and well communicated with the public) 
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● Homeless outreach efforts likely to need increased attention 

Marketing and promotional work is critical 
● People aren’t going to just show up on their own, SJDA needs to work to encourage people to go 

Downtown again 
● SJDA needs to drive a “reengagement campaign” – focus on local populations in San Jose, consider 

diverse customers, messages and means of marketing and promotion 
● Goal of (re)activating a sense of community, place, and civic pride  

Need more focus on small business support 
● Help small businesses adapt to the new normal and better market themselves locally – in the form of 

technical assistance, new operational protocols, one-on-one outreach and marketing efforts 
● Help small businesses with implementation of distancing and safety measures 
● Provide assistance with bringing businesses outdoors, as part of the Al Fresco initiative – San Jose’s 

weather is an asset – and give San Jose a built-in advantage over much of the rest of the region 
● Help new businesses open Downtown – by streamlining the process, assistance with permitting, liaise 

with City/County, work with property owners on pop-ups, “auditions” for new business concepts 

SJDA: Longer-Term Implications 
Stakeholders agree that this is the right time to reinvent and expressed several areas of emphasis as the 
organization moves into a new era. 

This is an opportunity to reinvent and bolster 
● SJDA is due for a refresh 
● A need to firm up and solidify leadership transition timing and strategy – recruit new Executive Director 

prior to city elections that will bring in new San Jose Mayor and downtown councilmember 
● An opportunity for new partnerships 
● A reset will allow the organization to hone in on 4-5 core activity centers, and do each well – have 

gotten involved in too many things at times in the past 
● A desire (or need) to diversify revenue sources  
● Consideration of downtown’s expansion westward and what the implications are for SJDA (and the 

PBID) 

There’s a desire for new areas of emphasis as an organization  
● Use place-making as an event strategy and build capacity in other producers, organizations and 

neighborhood districts to create and sustain events and activations downtown 
● Continue to play the implementer role 
● Be a leader in trying new things – be proactive and positive problem-solvers and the group people want 

to work with  
● Equity – an inclusive vision is needed coming out of this crisis –  with deliberate actions to create a more 

just, affordable and equitable Downtown 
● Sustainability, resiliency, local food, and wellness are all potential growth areas downtown to be 

incorporated into the organizational ethos 
 

Rethink Board makeup and purpose  
● Turnover and more diversity needed in Board representation  
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● Board and Committees could be more productive – members should be more involved as champions 
and stewards 

● SJDA Board could be more connected with what the organization’s priorities are; one that shares a 
collaborative, inclusive, can-do mindset  

More involvement in the public realm and improving the “spaces between” 
● A need to think more about the fabric, texture, and street life of downtown – activating it as a 

neighborhood and/or neighborhood sub-districts, not just a collection of individual developments 
● Get developers, public sector representatives, and other stakeholders to the table for discussion and 

work on how to improve the spaces between developments.   
● Focus on the connectivity between the different downtown neighborhoods with concentrated activity 

nodes (SoFA, San Pedro Square, SJSU, Historic District, Little Italy)  
● This will only become more relevant as downtown’s footprint expands – for example, how to improve 

areas under Highway 87 and Guadalupe River as western edges develop 
● Pursue new ways to raise/spend money on special projects/capital streetscape improvements  

Lack of consensus regarding events, but agreement that this is a good time to reevaluate offerings 
● Some share thinking that this is a chance to focus more on other strengths, and  3-4 core offerings 
● Others expressed opinion that SJDA has focused too much on “safe events,” and not mixed it up 
● Likely more reliance on the Farmers Market, especially in the near-term 
● General consensus that it’s time to rethink Downtown Ice, by moving it, making infrastructure 

permanent, and/or utilizing it in the summer as well in a different way  
● Consider new role as catalyst and promoter of downtown events, but not producer 
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ONLINE SURVEY SUMMARY  
The online survey collected 1,254 responses, running in June and July 2020 in English, Spanish, and Vietnamese.  

Return from COVID Restrictions:  Respondents are predominately hesitant or not comfortable visiting 
downtown in the next two months for most purposes. Stores, museums, and restaurants and coffee shops fared 
the best, while fitness facilities, indoor performance venues, and bars and nightlife venues fared worst.  

 

Participants were asked about the importance of various actions (9 options) in both the near-term (next 12 
months) and long-term (beyond 12 months). The top three actions for each time horizon were the same, in 
slightly different order – and are shown in the following table, along with the percentage of respondents that 
identified the action as “very important.” Cleaning and safety efforts was the top priority in both timeframes. 

Near-Term (next 12 months) Long-Term (beyond 12 months) 
1. Cleaning and safety efforts (78%) 1. Cleaning and safety efforts (75%) 
2. Small business and entrepreneurial support 

(66%) 
2. Social equity efforts to ensure downtown is 

welcoming to all (61%) 
3. Social equity efforts to ensure downtown is 

welcoming to all (56%) 
3. Small business and entrepreneurial support 

(59%) 
 
When asked to select a single action that will be most important in achieving one’s long-term vision for 
Downtown, there was a clear top priority – cleaning and safety efforts – as well as a clear top three that was the 
same as the above. Based on P.U.M.A.’s experience with similar surveys in other downtowns, it is rare to have 
such strong consensus around top priorities (as well as a top choice that receives this proportion of the vote) 
indicating strong alignment with SJDA, stakeholders, and the community. 

 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Bars and nightlife venues
Indoor events and performances (arena, theaters, etc.)

Fitness facilities/gyms
Personal services (salons, barbers, spas, etc.)

Outdoor festivals and events
Restaurants and coffee shops

Stores
Museums

As restrictions on businesses are lifted, how comfortable will you be in the next two 
months visiting Downtown to attend:Comfortable

Cautious/Hesitant
Not Comfortable

37%

21%

17%

7%

6%

5%

3%

3%

1%

Cleaning and safety efforts

Small business and entrepreneurial support

Social equity efforts to ensure downtown is welcoming to all

Events and other activations

Capital improvements (to streetscaping, lighting, etc.)

Greening and beautification

Research and development of new services and programs

Advocacy for new policies to support downtown

Promotions and communications for stakeholders

To achieve your vision, which one action is the MOST important?
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Survey Respondent Characteristics 

 

 

 

  

5%

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

28%

33%

40%

University Student or Employee

Other (please specify):

Downtown Property Owner

Visitor

Downtown Business Owner

Other South Bay Resident living outside of Downtown

Downtown Employee

Downtown Resident

City of San Jose Resident living outside of Downtown

INTEREST IN DOWNTOWN

3%

9%

27%

36%

22%

3%

0%

Prefer not to answer

Over 65

50 to 64

35 to 49

25 to 34

18 to 24

Under 18AGE

10%

2%

2%

3%

5%

17%

19%

53%

Prefer not to answer

Pacific Islander

Native American/Indigenous

Black/African American

Other (please specify):

Asian

Hispanic/Latinx

CaucasianETHNICITY

19%

24%

30%

19%

6%

3%

Prefer not to answer

More than $200,000

$100,000 - $199,999

$50,000 - $99,999

$25,000 - $49,999

Less than $24,999HOUSEHOLD INCOME
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KEY IMPLICATIONS FOR SJDA 
The PBID and Groundwerx are a core strength of the SJDA and need to continue to be 
a central focus of stabilization efforts.  

Without events revenue and a decrease in BID revenue for calendar year 2020 and likely beyond, the PBID will 
be relied upon more than ever as a funding source for the organization.  

Downtown stakeholders value the Groundwerx safe and clean operations. This was heard in the stakeholder 
interview process discussed earlier. Furthermore, as the May 2020 PBID survey points out, 90% of respondents 
“strongly approve” or “approve” of the Groundwerx cleaning team, and 71% “strongly approve” or “approve” of 
the Groundwerx ambassadors. Groundwerx has been essential during the work-from-home order, and will 
continue to be so to make visitors more comfortable coming Downtown as restrictions are lifted. Results from 
the community online survey reaffirm this fact – that clean and safe operations will be of paramount importance 
through the stabilization phase.  

While stakeholders are pleased with Groundwerx services specifically, there are also indications of room for 
improvement when it comes to perception and reality of safety in Downtown. A resident survey in the City 
Auditor’s 2019 Annual Report found that only 53% of citywide residents feel “very safe” or “somewhat safe” in 
Downtown during the day, and only 18% feel “very safe” or “somewhat safe” in Downtown after dark. More 
emphasis should be placed on robust communications related to all of the organization’s different clean, safe, 
and homeless outreach initiatives, as it is critical that all Downtown stakeholders – including brokers and 
prospective tenants – be aware of the various initiatives at work in the district on a day-to-day basis. 

The SJDA needs to be the leader in nurturing the storefront economy, in recovery and 
beyond.  

Storefront businesses, especially those in downtowns, have bore the brunt of this economic disruption. Many 
Downtown San Jose storefronts have already closed, and more are anticipated to as pandemic disruptions 
continue. The Downtown Recovery Taskforce Survey, conducted by the District 3 (Downtown) City Council office 
from May 20 – June 5, 2020, found that about 75% of businesses are at risk of closing in this calendar year if 
conditions don’t improve. As noted by stakeholders, to exacerbate things, the small business ecosystem in 
Downtown was already fragile prior to the pandemic.  

Supporting the storefront economy has been a top priority for SJDA, and should be ramped up near- and long-
term. There are no other organizations in the city that have the capacity or scope to work on this challenge with 
the hands-on day-to-day attention it deserves. This includes direct business support for existing and new 
tenants, working on storefront leasing and activation with property owners, and temporary activations where 
necessary. 

The Downtown arts community must also be factored into this equation as well. Having been equally damaged 
by the pandemic, it will be forced to reinvent itself. This has potential to spur new art offerings that Downtown 
has never had before. When timing is right, SJDA can be a strong catalyst/advocate for a reinvented arts scene 
that is necessary to creating a thriving Downtown. 

A strong storefront economy is critical to Downtown’s vitality and diversity. Furthermore, it is important to the 
large employers and developers trying to attract workforce talent and new residents to Downtown. 
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Marketing, promotions, and events should be repositioned to focus primarily on 
building the case for downtown and reaching the diverse San Jose market 

SJDA’s work in this portfolio should aim to increase community capacity through efforts such as providing a 
street-based toolkit and DIY resource of actions to support the distinctiveness of Downtown districts, culture, 
and offerings. Additionally, SJDA should shift its marketing and promotions to include more emphasis towards 
the two implications above – i.e., when the time is right and as the pandemic allows, communicating and 
reinforcing that Downtown is maintaining high standards of cleaning and is safe to return to; and promoting and 
supporting Downtown’s storefront economy to the local community. 

With events essentially shut down for the rest of 2020 (and perhaps beyond), now is the time for SJDA to rethink 
its large event offerings and its role in the events landscape moving forward. Downtown activations should be 
programmed for the diverse city that San Jose is, and the unique collection of neighborhoods that make up 
Downtown. San Jose’s residents are ethnically diverse – about 36% Asian, 32% Hispanic, and 25% white, 
according to the City Auditor’s 2019 Annual Report. More than half speak a language other than English at 
home. 

Depending on what pandemic restrictions advise and allow for, near- and long-term events should prioritize 
residents – of both Downtown and adjacent neighborhoods. Priority should also be placed on programming and 
activations oriented towards Downtown employees and residents, to draw them out of their offices, apartments 
and condos. 

SJDA can be an innovator and implementer to both support and lead changes 
coming out of the pandemic. 

San Jose, with a population over 1 million, is the tenth largest city in the United States. Stakeholders indicated 
that in many ways San Jose – and Downtown in turn – doesn’t act like it. SJDA can play a key role in elevating 
thinking about city building through its emphasis on Downtown policies, developments, services, and activities. 

In addition to SJDA, the City of San Jose is an obvious major stakeholder in this realm, along with SPUR and SVO 
on certain aspects. However, only SJDA has a lens focused specifically on Downtown. 

Serving as a change-agent is both internal- and external-facing. Resources should be allocated to research and 
development of SJDA programs and services, to ensure the organization is employing best practices in the 
Downtown Management Organization field.  

Externally, SJDA should make sure it’s contributing to the dialogue that is growing out of the current and 
historical racial justice movement in San Jose, and how equity is reflected within the Association and in 
Downtown overall. For instance, SJDA’s roots of representing small business are reflected in the organization’s 
bylaws that give retail storefronts double the voting power while every business within the BID is automatically a 
member and afforded the benefits of representation.  

Also, SJDA needs to retrain its focus as an implementer, from event production towards place-making and 
capacity building in the Downtown community.   
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SJDA is in need of an update to its business model, and a realignment of staff and 
board to match it. 

To effectively achieve all of the above – and the tactics that follow in the next two sections – SJDA needs a 
reconfigured business model. The model needs to reflect the shift to a stronger emphasis on clean and safe and 
small business support, and a repositioning of events into something that is supportive rather than central to 
SJDA’s mission. 

More simply, but also key, SJDA needs clarity going forward – clarity of vision for Downtown, clarity of the 
organization’s mission, and clarity on a timetable for leadership’s transition. Board representation should be 
realigned to match the organization’s new priorities and business model. 

SJDA must improve how it reaches San Jose’s diverse population. Downtown does not have a vibrancy, scale, or 
cachet of the country’s tenth largest city. As the City Auditor’s 2019 Annual Report found, about 70% of survey-
responding residents rank Downtown’s vibrancy as “poor” or “fair.” 

 

The following two sections set the stage for turning these implications into actions, in both the near- and longer-
term.  
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SJDA: NEAR-TERM STABILIZATION 
As we continue to deal with the challenges presented by COVID-19, in the near-term (defined roughly as the 
next 12 months), SJDA needs to fortify its strengths in clean and safe operations, elevate its small business 
support, and adjust its marketing role. The following tactical recommendations are therefore sorted into these 
three core areas of focus. While these three core focus areas themselves aren’t unconventional, SJDA should be 
empowered to think boldly and take risks when it comes to new tactics and initiatives within these portfolios. 

Clean and Safe 
Clean and safe is going to continue to be foundational for SJDA, and will be as important as ever during the near-
term stabilization period. When asked in the online survey which actions will be important over the next 12 
months, clean and safe services received the strongest marks from the public, with 78% stating it is a “very 
important” action in the near-term (highest amongst all actions). Near-term emphasis should be placed on high 
cleaning standards, reducing disruptive street behaviors, and a compassion-driven approach to homeless 
population outreach; all with a goal of ensuring people feel safe and comfortable Downtown. 

1. Continue the Groundwerx cleaning program’s enhanced services that have been operating as essential 
during the shelter-in-place phase. Traditionally, Groundwerx operates both a cleaning crew (approx. 
75% of its operations) and Safety Ambassadors (approx. 25%). Since shelter-in-place has greatly reduced 
visitor foot traffic, Safety Ambassadors have been reallocated to cleaning operations. This has allowed 
staff to focus extra attention on sanitation of major touchpoints and additional power washing and deep 
cleaning throughout Downtown. Enhanced sanitation should be continued throughout the pandemic, 
with a transition back towards Safety Ambassadors as public health orders allow and foot traffic levels 
return to normal.  

2. Align beautification services with reopening efforts and physical distancing protocols. Funded largely 
through the PBID, SJDA offers beautification services in Downtown including tree maintenance and 
pruning, lighting, planters, hanging baskets, etc. Priority beautification projects that are disruptive to 
foot and auto traffic should be completed prior to all restrictions are lifted to take advantage of lower 
traffic levels. More general beautification efforts should be a top priority immediately prior to reopening 
efforts and lifted restrictions. Lastly, beautification efforts can adapt and support any ongoing distancing 
restrictions, and special initiatives such as Al Fresco San Jose (e.g., using planters to delineate pedestrian 
zones or seating areas; helping restaurants create a more colorful and welcoming atmosphere with 
umbrellas, string lighting, etc.). Increased cleaning and beautification needs also increase costs that will 
need to be considered during funding and budget processes. For this reason, it is important to 
acknowledge, and incorporate into decision making, that there are likely going to be additional 
pandemic ebbs and flows that may lead to new State/County restrictions. While there is no COVID 
crystal ball, SJDA needs to be mindful of this as decisions are made on allocating funding to 
beautification efforts that align with reopening phases.    

3. Strengthen advocacy efforts around Downtown’s homelessness challenge. As stakeholders indicated in 
interviews, the homeless population has become a much more visible concern than it already was prior 
to the pandemic. SJDA should utilize its advocacy resources on efforts such as increasing interim,  
transitional and permanent housing options, increasing funding for behavioral and mental health 
services, increased collaboration from all civic and service partners when addressing Downtown’s most 
vulnerable individuals, additional outreach services dedicated to the Downtown core, including peer to 
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peer models, and exploring best practices nationally around newer initiatives such as navigation centers, 
belongings storage, etc. 

4. Reevaluate and bolster the Work Experience program for formerly homeless individuals in partnership 
with Groundwerx. Groundwerx has partnered with social service organizations and the City of San Jose 
in the past on work agreements that have successfully transitioned homeless individuals from volunteer 
training into paid employment (with Groundwerx and elsewhere). Temporarily slowed by COVID, now is 
an opportunity to reengage and bolster this program. Work experience, training, and hiring is a distinct 
“lane” for SJDA in the homelessness challenge that, as a whole, spans far beyond the organization’s 
scope.  

5. Explore options to embed more social/mental health workers within the Groundwerx team, in 
coordination with other service providers that currently operate in Downtown. Groundwerx staff is 
trained to interact with homeless individuals, and does so on a daily basis. Several organizations 
contracting with the City and County, including PATH, also work in Downtown and focus on connecting 
individuals to services and linking them to housing. Groundwerx staff are able to connect people seeking 
services to the PATH team. The question is if this is enough given the growing challenge in Downtown 
San Jose. Multiple downtown management organizations nationally now employ Ambassadors with 
social work training, something that should be explored more closely by the SJDA.  

Small Business Support 
Downtown’s small businesses are extremely vulnerable right now. The next 12 months – regardless of how 
pandemic conditions evolve – will be critical to stabilizing the storefront economy and maintaining street level 
activity in Downtown San Jose. This has been a clear priority for SJDA. There are no other organizations in the city 
that have the capacity or scope to work on this challenge with the hands-on day-to-day approach that it requires. 
Near-term emphasis should be on operationalizing a Small Business Support Center.  

1. Establish a street-level “Small Business Support Center” to demonstrate SJDA’s commitment to the 
community, strengthen its connections to business owners, and increase the organization’s accessibility 
and visibility. The Center is not about advocacy or policymaking, but instead about smaller-scale, 
tangible support in one-on-one settings. In many ways, it’s a reflection of SJDA’s roots thirty years ago. 
The following offers guidance on spatial needs and recommendations for services, but SJDA should use 
these to develop a more detailed operational plan for the Center. Regardless of when the Center 
becomes a physical reality, it can be operationalized immediately – and service recommendations below 
are efforts SJDA can emphasis with or without the storefront presence. This will give the organization 
more of a “we’ll come to you” approach to small business outreach, as opposed to a traditional “come 
find us” approach. 

o Spatial Needs and Staffing: 
a. With careful consideration of pandemic conditions and staff safety, the Support Center 

should establish itself in a physical storefront location, centrally located in Downtown 
when the time is right, in order to intensify business support services throughout the 
recovery period. Turnkey, low-rent/donated spaces should be sought. 

b. The Support Center should be staffed primarily by SJDA’s Business Development 
Manager. Identify other SJDA staff that are also appropriate for part/full-time location 
at the Support Center.  

c. Take a low-budget, quick and easy approach to space – i.e., a “war room” setup, maps 
on walls, flexible and open space, minimal furnishing needs, etc. 
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d. While a storefront presence makes SJDA more accessible, it is not enough on its own. 
With reduced staffing, many struggling business owners are at their own storefronts 
full-time working to keep their business afloat and don’t have the time to drop-in to the 
Support Center. Support Center staff needs to account for this and should bring its 
services directly to the businesses themselves.  

e. The Support Center should consider operating during “off-hours” to offer business 
owners more convenient access when they are less busy. 

f. Given the lack of Downtown foot traffic, the space should be secured including during 
working hours. Address any other security issues/needs depending on the location and 
space selected. 

o Service Recommendations: 
a. Offer easily accessibly troubleshooting and day-to-day assistance to current and 

prospective Downtown businesses. 
b. Offer technical assistance with pandemic-related information flow about business 

restrictions, corresponding financial assistance programs, reopening protocol, etc.  
c. Monitor and facilitate a faster administration of federal/regional relief funds to 

Downtown businesses, to the extent possible. 
d. Provide technical assistance or advisory services for small businesses. This could consist 

of SJDA marketing, webinar trainings, social media trainings, other “how-to” trainings, 
etc. 

e. Provide technical assistance to help cut red-tape and facilitate businesses moving 
through the City permitting challenges.  

f. Help create easier touch points with the City for business owners. Explore 
opportunities to hold City-business meetings at the Support Center (once public safety 
conditions allow). Explore opportunities for City Small Business Allies to work part-time 
out of the Support Center space.  

g. Support tenant-landlord relations serving as a connector on case-by-case basis to utilize 
relationships on both sides. 

h. Maintain an up-to-date inventory of storefronts – via both maps and detailed database 
– that identify vacant storefronts, as well as at-risk storefronts. Appropriate resources 
for data management will need to be secured.  

i. Identify temporary installations and pop-ups to activate vacant storefronts that have 
no leasing prospects. Any surge in entrepreneurship that may develop coming out of 
this economic shock should be leveraged and taken full advantage of in Downtown San 
Jose. 

j. Maintain regular contact with key leasing agents for Downtown retail space. 
k. Identify storefronts that are appropriate for non-retail/restaurant uses to diversify 

opportunities for near-term activation. Appropriate uses could include professional 
startups, services, maker-spaces, and small-scale manufacturing businesses.  

l. Cultivate entrepreneurialism – helping people test new ideas, and make Downtown the 
place in San Jose where people know they are welcome to experiment and try new 
things. 

2. Collect real-time data on people returning to Downtown as restrictions are lifted. Examples of useful 
data include pedestrian, bike, and auto counters; parking meter utilization; and surveying of office 
tenants and hotels. This can provide up-to-date quantifiable data that is shared with property and 
business members, as well as policymakers in SJDA’s advocacy work. 
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3. Explore an investment fund capitalized by grants and potential investors such as Downtown’s large 
companies to support storefront regeneration and activation. While small businesses have been 
devastated by pandemic-related restrictions, many of Downtown’s largest tech-related employers have 
been sheltered from the economic impact of this crisis, and in a few cases, have thrived. It is in the self-
interest of Downtown’s large employers to have an active and vibrant storefront economy that appeals 
to their employees. One of SJDA’s 501(c)3’s could be utilized to mobilize this fund that would support 
storefront activation efforts.  

4. Develop a Board-adopted, Local Preference Policy to encourage large, institutional employment 
anchors to purchase goods and services from Downtown small businesses including retailers, 
restaurants, bars, and professional services. SJDA could serve in an ongoing matchmaker role between 
anchors and varied small businesses that can provide goods and services (i.e., catering lunches, on-site 
happy hours, etc.) to establish better synergy between the organization’s largest and smallest members.  
An emphasis can be placed on BIPOC and MBE (minority business enterprise) businesses.  Appropriate 
resources for data management will need to be secured.  

5. Identify ways to drive the SJSU students who will be on campus into Downtown. SJSU has been 
completely disrupted by this pandemic and is learning and adapting on the fly, just as Downtown’s 
businesses are. As of the writing of these recommendations, SJSU is planning to have some limited 
presence of students on-campus in the fall (in addition to some faculty and essential staff). Given the 
fact that some on-campus services will be altered or reduced during the fall semester, SJDA and SJSU 
have a unique opportunity to work together to identify ways to bring students (as well as faculty and 
staff) to Downtown businesses to supplement the limited campus offerings.  

Marketing, Promotions, and Communications 
Marketing, promotions, and communications will continue to be an important SJDA function, but a shift in the 
purpose of this work is needed over the next 12 months. Near-term focus should be placed on supporting 
Downtown’s small business ecosystem, connecting to residents throughout San Jose’s diverse communities, 
celebrating Downtown’s collection of unique districts, and taking advantage of this time to reevaluate SJDA’s 
events role. SJDA has typically taken a journalistic approach to communication. The updated strategy will require 
a focus on using data obtained in the planning process to reach and engage a diverse group of stakeholders and 
audience with the goal to increase participation through targeted calls to action. Furthermore, SJDA 
communications need to be modernized and more effectively represent all portfolios within the organization’s 
work, not just emphasizing events and promotions.   

1. Continue the Welcome Back/Lights On/Bring the Energy Campaign. SJDA has already developed a 
cohesive reopening marketing campaign to help bring people back Downtown. The pandemic is forcing 
adjustments to this that will likely continue through the rest of the year and beyond. SJDA will need to 
continue to be nimble in its messaging, tone, and approach. Efforts should focus on not just small 
businesses, but also arts and hospitality which have been hit just as hard by the pandemic and are 
equally important to creating a thriving and vibrant Downtown.  

2. Coordinate communications and promotions with small business support, beautification/street life, and 
clean and safe efforts to keep constituents informed about actions SJDA is taking to address pandemic 
challenges. Over the next year, communications should be primarily focused on driving San Jose 
residents to Downtown businesses, ensuring property owners and tenants are aware and up to speed 
on all of the cleaning and safety initiatives in place Downtown, and generally keeping members up-to-
date during these constantly-evolving times. Refining and defining Downtown audiences will be critical 
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during fluid and challenging times. Social media continues to be relied on more and more by 
constituents, and SJDA should work to modernize and expand its presence on these important 
platforms. 

3. Support small-scale events/programming that appeal to nearby residents and cultural segments in the 
city, as pandemic protocol allows. Major events will be shut down for the foreseeable future, but there 
will still be opportunities to activate Downtown in new and different ways. While SJDA has historically 
relied on a few signature events each year, now is a time to be experimental with smaller-scale 
activations and programming given budget and staff resources. SJDA should use this as a chance to 
celebrate Downtown’s eclectic mix of individual districts, with promotions and programming that 
encourages people to (re)discover the unique neighborhoods that make up Downtown (e.g., Little Italy, 
San Pedro Square, SoFA, Historic District, and so on). This is also an opportunity to better connect with 
different cultural segments in nearby neighborhoods that don’t traditionally come Downtown. 

4. Increase capacity of San Jose Downtown Foundation. The Foundation is an independent 501(c)3 
organization staffed by SJDA and focused on arts that is primarily known for the successful student 
public art project Downtown Doors. The Foundation could be a stronger asset for SJDA and the 
downtown community with more fundraising capacity leading to additional support of the arts, sorely 
needed during this crisis.   

5. Improve perceptions toward downtown parking. While downtown is one of the few places in San Jose 
that charges for on and off-street parking, SJDA has worked closely with the city to promote free/ 
discounted parking in public facilities.  At a time when the Marcom focus is on economic recovery and 
inviting people back downtown, positive messaging about parking availability will continue to be 
important.  

6. Reevaluate SJDA’s event offerings and role. With fewer events on the calendar, now is the time to 
reconsider SJDA’s role when it comes to events, and do early planning for next year. SJDA staff time is 
disproportionally spent working on event production, limiting the organization’s ability to focus on other 
initiatives and priorities. A reevaluation during this “off-year” should have the intention of redistributing 
the load on the organization. To do so, it is recommended that SJDA: 

a. Identify partners to transition event management for those events that are successful, well-
oiled machines (e.g., Downtown Ice, Music in the Park). 

b. Become more of an incubator/facilitator of events, not a year-to-year manager and operator. 
c. Rethink the Ice Rink. This is one of SJDA’s largest budget line items each year, and needs a two-

pronged solution: 
▪ Conversion of the space to a year-round experience, with permanent infrastructure that 

can reduce the cost and time for installing the rink at Circle of Palms. 
▪ Consider transferring to a different operator; it does not need to be a SJDA event.  

Organizational Implications 
Funding 
 
SJDA benefits from four distinct revenue sources; all but one are now severely impacted. The biggest budget 
decrease is in events. For instance, for FY20/21, $1.3 million in Music in the Park and Downtown Ice gross 
revenue alone has been vanquished from the budget. The Business Improvement District (BID) has already seen 
numbers plummet for FY19-20 and this is anticipated to continue with economic recession and business closures 
into FY20-21. Fee-for-service contracts with the City will also decline. One-time funding has helped assuage the 
impact for FY20/21 but public sector budgets are expected to be severely constrained for the next couple of 
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years. Assessments on property (the primary revenue source for the PBID), has thus far been stable. PBID 
revenue should remain stable since it is tied to property characteristics such as building and lot size, and not 
valuation.   

Since its inception, SJDA has been a producer of major events which contributed to earned income 
(sponsorships, grants, concessions and admission sales). It is important to note this earned income is also 
unrestricted income, and increased SJDA’s ability to leverage resources with City fee-for-service contracts and 
BID services. The shift away from major event producer is a fundamental change that has helped SJDA to 
implement its mission for the past 32 years. Alternative funding in an already difficult economy will require new 
sources from membership, grants, and sponsors. Much of this funding is also likely to be restricted, which may 
impact SJDA’s ability to continue to be the nimble organization the large event funding structure has afforded.   

 
Staffing  
 
Staffing needs to be adjusted to support the reprioritization of SJDA services with increased emphasis on clean 
and safe, business support, member services, and communications. With the transition away from event 
producer, the marketing function will be more focused on promoting the Downtown experience than event 
specific goals. Marketing and communications realignment will call for a centralized structure across all service 
portfolios within the organization. 

Rather than an emphasis on selling tickets to concerts and skating rinks as a measure of success, marketing and 
communications functions will rely on sentiment campaigns which are inherently challenging to measure such as 
the current Recovery Campaign, Downtown for the Holidays, Dine Downtown, etc. An opportunity on the 
horizon that illustrates this model is a partnership with SJSU to promote Downtown to students.   
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SJDA: LONGER-TERM EVOLUTION 
Stakeholders were near unanimous with feedback that SJDA is in need of a refresh, and that now is the time to 
reinvent the organization. While it’s expected that the next year will continue to be disrupted by the pandemic, 
the following framework offers early thinking on a new business model for SJDA, post-COVID. The new SJDA 
model is based upon two complementary and mutually-supportive activity centers – Environment and 
Experience. Within each activity center there are three primary areas of focus.  Embedded within the activity 
centers and areas of focus are several management principles, including equity and inclusion, innovation, and 
action through implementation. The following offers general parameters and direction for each of these focus 
areas. Lastly, there are several organizational implications of a new business model for SJDA to consider. 

Environment 
The foundational element of downtown management will be as important as it’s ever been post-pandemic – how 
to keep the downtown environment clean, safe, and attractive. In Downtown San Jose, this activity center builds 
on the strength of the PBID and Groundwerx operations. The timing of this new activity center dovetails nicely 
with the PBID’s renewal that will take place in the upcoming year. There is also an opportunity, with PBID 
renewal and through activation of other funding sources, for SJDA to think bigger and bolder when it comes to 
creating an attractive public realm in Downtown. 

Clean and Safe 

Purpose: To deliver a Downtown experience that is comfortable and welcoming to all. 

● Future clean and safe operations should build on the strength of the PBID and Groundwerx program.  
● Prepare for PBID renewal later this year, identifying ways that renewal can bolster operations and 

address new needs of a future Downtown San Jose (see Organizational Implications, below, for 
additional details). 

● Groundwerx role in reducing the impact of homelessness should be bolstered. The latest PBID survey 
found that nearly 90% of respondents indicated greater emphasis is needed in this area. To do so, 
Groundwerx should strengthen its existing partnerships, find new partners, and identify opportunities to 
strengthen its in-house role to help address Downtown’s homelessness challenge. 

● Utilize more data in how Groundwerx operations are deployed, evaluating customized services based on 
individual needs in different Downtown districts.  

Greening and Beautification 

Purpose: To help make Downtown attractive and walkable. 

● This work will continue to go hand-in-hand with Groundwerx clean and safe operations. 
● New beautification needs should be considered in PBID renewal as well. 
● Assuming Downtown’s various large development projects resume and/or kick-off as the economy 

recovers, there may be a role for beautification to help mitigate construction disruption over the next 5-
10 years. 

● Rather than a general Downtown-wide approach, consider the customization of beautification efforts 
throughout the PBID, to accentuate Downtown’s varied neighborhoods. 
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Public Space Conservancy 

Purpose: To become the keeper of the public realm, creating distinctive spaces that encourage gathering and 
celebration. 

● A public space conservancy role is a natural evolution (and reinvention) of the Street Life program. The 
Street Life program has received positive reviews from Downtown stakeholders, but at times, has been 
limited by uncertainty of funding. 

● There’s a lack of continuity Downtown, and a lack of connection between activity nodes, as noted by 
stakeholders. In many ways, Downtown is a collection of sub-districts. With so much anticipated private 
investment in separate major development projects, there is concern that not enough thinking is going 
into the “connective tissue” between these projects. SJDA can be a more active player and convener in 
thinking about these spaces.  

● There is also an opportunity to invest more directly in the spaces, activities, and “connective tissue” 
between its sub-districts and pockets of activity. Several PBID’s nationally have had success investing in 
capital improvements. This is an opportunity to expand the scope and breadth of what the PBID funds in 
Downtown San Jose. 

● PBID funding could be supplemented by using one of SJDA’s existing 501(c)3’s, the Downtown 
Community Development Corp (DCDC), to raise money for capital improvements and space activations. 

Environment Funding Sources: PBID, service contracts, 501(c)3 non-profit for grant and sponsorship support 

Experience 
The downtown experience includes several dimensions, including vital retail and restaurants, activated public 
spaces, a series of accessible events and promotions and ongoing communications with a wide array of diverse 
stakeholders.  The pandemic has revealed the fragility of the storefront economy in Downtown San Jose. 
Additional focus here is needed beyond the stabilization period, into the foreseeable future. As the economy 
recovers and if there is a surge in entrepreneurship, SJDA has a role in directing investments into storefronts. 
There is an opportunity to support locally-owned and minority-owned businesses that reflect the character of the 
San Jose community. Marketing, promotions, and events should be recalibrated with focus on strengthening and 
diversifying the Downtown economy.    

Small Business Support 

Purpose: To provide ongoing hands-on assistance to shore up the storefront economy that is critical to 
Downtown’s long-term vitality. 

● The challenge of creating a stronger small business ecosystem in Downtown San Jose was here before 
the pandemic, and isn’t going away any time soon. 

● This is a continuation of the new, street-level focus for SJDA when it comes to small business support. 
The Small Business Support Center, discussed in more detail in the prior section, should continue to 
operate as a part of SJDA’s longer-term business model. 

● Continue to deepen the organization’s small business initiatives – reaffirming and strengthening a 
cornerstone of SJDA’s earliest role. 

● A vital storefront economy will also be critical to the ability of anchor employers to attract and retain 
employees. 

● Consider smaller and new arts organizations as part of the small business ecosystem of Downtown. 
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Events and Activation 

Purpose: To attract nearby communities and celebrate local cultures, as well as support existing retail and dining 
businesses. 

● Refocus events and activations around supporting the Downtown economy, with intention to drive 
attendees into Downtown businesses. 

● Continue SJDA’s evolution from an events producer/manager to an events incubator/facilitator.  
● As SJDA steps away from producing its own events, work more closely with the local arts community to 

help draw visitors into their events and programs. 
● Develop a filter/criteria to provide clarity in evaluation of potential new events and programming.  
● Embrace smaller-scale activations that are quicker and easier than the resource-intensive signature 

events. There is already evidence of downtown management organizations nationally looking to offload 
their long-standing signature events to focus instead on smaller-scale activations. 

● Identify unique events and activations that are built to accentuate Downtown’s different unique 
neighborhoods. 

● Coordinate activations with SJDA’s new role as a Public Space Conservancy. 

Promotions and Communications 

Purpose: To keep Downtown’s varied stakeholders informed via multiple communication channels, and refocus 
promotions on supporting Downtown’s storefront economy. 

● Pivot communications to focus more on storytelling of SJDA’s member small businesses. 
● Regularly identify new ways to better communicate with Downtown’s businesses, residents, and 

employees. 
● Tell the story of Downtown’s evolving arts community that will undoubtedly be working to reinvent 

itself coming out of the pandemic. 
● Strengthen partnerships and cross-promotions with SJSU to drive students into Downtown’s businesses. 
● As Downtown’s housing market continues to grow, identify new promotions that are designed for 

residents. 
● Identify unique promotions that are built to accentuate Downtown’s different unique neighborhoods. 
● While housed in the Experience activity center, marketing and communications should also be 

responsive to the needs of SJDA as a whole and its other activity center.  

Experience Funding Sources: PBID, BID, memberships, event sponsorships, parking revenue, 501c3  

Program Management Principles 
Moving forward, it is recommended that SJDA embed a series of program management principles within the two 
activity centers and each area of focus. By employing the principles of equity and inclusion, innovation and action 
through implementation, SJDA’s programming will be better equipped to lead Downtown’s dynamic future. At its 
core, this work is about elevating both internal and external operations of the organization, as well as elevating 
Downtown San Jose as a city center. Stakeholders expressed that work needs to be done to create a Downtown 
that is commensurate to the nation’s tenth largest city and one that is sprinkled with some of the world’s most 
influential companies. As Downtown grows, SJDA leadership will be critical to ensuring that growth is equitable 
and advances economic opportunity for all.  
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Equity and Inclusion   

Purpose: To mobilize Downtown’s various stakeholder groups, led by the business community, to support efforts 
to advance economic opportunity, affordability and racial justice. 

● Become more intentional about connecting existing communities of San Jose with its Downtown, 
celebrating the city for what it is: one of the most diverse in the country.  

● Boost cultural-sensitivity in Downtown through efforts small and large, from the design of wayfinding to 
the recruitment of unique businesses and the types of events/activations taking place Downtown. 

● Civil unrest and protests are likely to be a Downtown reality into the foreseeable future. SJDA should be 
prepared for these types of gatherings and activities, with clarity of protocols and the organization’s 
role. More broadly, disaster preparedness and resiliency will continue to become more important to 
downtown management organizations. 

Innovation 

Purpose: To align SJDA programs and services with best practices nationally in the downtown management 
industry. 

● Downtown management has developed into its own established industry, with a rapid growth in the 
number of downtown management organizations over the last several decades. SJDA can continue to 
leverage its longstanding membership in the International Downtown Association and other industry 
tools and partnerships. 

● Dedicated staff/resources will allow SJDA to research and employ best practices in program and service 
design and deployment.  

● As recent internal evaluations have shown, SJDA is due for an update/upgrade of internal operations. An 
R&D function creates intention and resources for implementing internal improvements on a continuous 
basis.  

Action through Implementation 

Purpose: To make sure Downtown is actively participating in and contributing to local city building. 

● Due to the number of major developments planned in the greater Downtown area, city building over the 
next decade has the potential to reinvent Downtown San Jose. 

● As the economy recovers, advocate for the restart and completion of under-construction and entitled 
projects downtown with other civic partners. 

● Continue to help solve civic problems like how SJDA has done leading Downtown height increase policy 
and single bore BART tunnel advocacy. 

● Areas of attention for advocacy work should align with other strategic goals and operations of the 
organization (for instance, advocacy for citywide resources to address the homelessness challenge, 
coupled with Groundwerx’s work in this portfolio).  
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Organizational Implications 
With a realignment into these two activity centers, there are several clear implications for SJDA to consider that 
come with these changes. 

PBID Renewal Considerations 

● The PBID will be going through its renewal process in the next year. It is anticipated that given the 
impacts of the pandemic – no events, reduced revenue elsewhere – the PBID will be the bedrock of SJDA 
moving forward. 

● Renewal is an opportunity to look at the breadth of what the PBID funds and diversifying its services. 
The PBID’s original scope when it was established roughly a decade ago was narrow by design, focused 
mostly on clean and safe and beautiful, with limited funding for business assistance. Services to consider 
for new (or expanded) PBID funding include economic development, homelessness, capital 
improvements, and public realm activations/Street Life projects. Boundaries are also expected to 
expand, which will have repercussions for the deployment of Groundwerx operations. For Groundwerx 
operations on the whole, this is an opportunity to become more surgical with different service levels for 
different sub-districts, as well as bolster service levels on the whole to address growing clean, safe, and 
homeless challenges.  

Revenue Enhancements 

Besides the growth in PBID revenue, there are two clear avenues for organizational revenue enhancements: 

1. Activation of the Downtown Community Development Corp (DCDC). This 501(c)3 organization has been 
mostly inert since it was activated in 2017. This is a tool that can be used during pandemic economic 
recovery and beyond, with the ability to allocate funding to capital projects such as streetscapes, 
paseos, plazas and parks, and in the case of recovery, direct grants to storefront businesses. 
 

2. Implement changes to SJDA’s membership structure to capture more energy, involvement, and revenue 
from Downtown’s big businesses. Membership is currently an underutilized tool. Right now, there are 
only two nominal options for voluntary membership (beyond BID contributions) – (1) a $200 “Associate” 
membership for those outside of BID, and (2) a $150 “Upgraded” membership for those within the BID. 
Given the number of large corporations in Downtown, SJDA is missing an opportunity to get its biggest 
players involved in a more substantial way. Membership should become multi-tiered, with multiple 
avenues for investment. For instance, the investment fund to jumpstart the storefront economy 
(discussed earlier) could be capitalized this way.  

Realignment of Staff Structure  

Currently SJDA operates under a two-director structure, with the Managing Director and Director of Policy and 
Operations reporting to the Executive Director and each managing their “side” of the organization.  

Reorientation of the Director level around each of the two activity centers (rather than orienting around funding 
mechanisms) should be considered.  

While detailed recommendations on support staffing needs aren’t a part of the Stabilization Plan, it is clear that 
SJDA does not have enough staffing allocated to offer enhanced small business support and other efforts that 
have been discussed above. 
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Realignment of Board & Committees  

The organization’s two 501(c)6 boards of directors (SJDA and PBID) should also be aligned and strengthened 
during the reinvention process. Observations are that both boards could be diversified by age, gender and racial 
composition in their representation, board meetings could be made more productive, and board members could 
be leaned on more heavily if clear directives are provided. Furthermore, there should be more synergy between 
the boards. This could take shape in different ways – (1) the organization could consider the consolidation of the 
boards, or (2) there could be more overlap on the SJDA Executive Committee. 

It is recommended that the committee structure also be simplified. Currently, SJDA has the following 
committees:  Executive, Advocacy, Downtown Design Committee, Downtown Commercial Property Owners, 
Finance, Food and Entertainment, Historic District, Marketing, San Pedro Square and SoFA. While it’s 
understood that there will be additional needs, one simplification is aligning committees with the two new 
activity centers – Environment and Experience. 

Leadership Transition/Succession Planning 

SJDA has benefited from stable leadership since its formation.  Led by one CEO since 1988, the organization 
benefits from continuity, institutional memory and familiarity with the social, economic and political dynamics of 
the city.  

SJDA’s CEO has announced plans to leave the organization with a timetable preceding the 2022 election.  Like 
any organization with a long-serving CEO, succession planning is critical to provide ongoing stability for the 
organization and its partners.  For a civic organization such as SJDA, it is particularly important to build both 
internal capacity and systems that anticipate a leadership change. 

The timing for succession planning is particularly ripe for SJDA as there are several converging factors that will 
impact its future.  The PBID is set for renewal over the next 18 months.  If the organization is on the cusp of 
structural change as outlined in this report, it will want to seek a new CEO that fits the new dimensions of the 
organization.  In addition, City leadership will be changing after the November 2022 election with a term-limited 
Mayor and turnover of several City Councilmembers, including the downtown council seat.   

We offer the following roadmap and key milestones for succession planning at SJDA: 

Timeline Succession Activity 

Spring of 2021 Complete strategic planning to shape SJDA and PBID Renewal – Final organizational 
blueprint for SJDA’s future 

Summer of 2021 PBID Renewal Process – Complete petition process to renew the PBID 

Fall of 2021 Develop CEO job description and recruit for new CEO 

Winter of 2022 Employ new CEO, allow for transition period prior to roll-out of new PBID services, 
SJDA structure changes and City elections 
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DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE SURVEY SUMMARY 
This online survey is part of a stabilization planning process led by the San Jose Downtown Association (SJDA) in 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The survey was developed to help identify priorities and improvements for 
Downtown San Jose in the near term to aid in Downtown’s immediate recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic, 
and in the longer-term to make lasting change for Downtown over the next several years. The survey ran from 
late June 2020 to late July 2020 in English, Spanish, and Vietnamese, and collected 1,254 responses. The 
following analysis presents key survey results. 

 

KEY FINDINGS 
Downtown San Jose Today 

• 71% of survey respondents indicated that they were in Downtown San Jose least once a week prior to 
the pandemic. 

• Overall, more than two-thirds of survey respondents indicated that they will be either 
‘cautious/hesitant’ or ‘not comfortable’ visiting Downtown San Jose for various services over the next 
two months as physical distancing measures are lifted. 

Downtown San Jose Tomorrow 
• Throughout this survey, clean and safety efforts was the dominant action survey respondents believe is 

needed to improve Downtown San Jose moving forward across all demographics. 
• The top three ‘very important’ actions to improving Downtown San Jose both in the short-term (next 12 

months) and long-term (beyond 12 months) were the same, in a slightly different order:  
o The top three short-term priorities were cleaning and safety efforts (78%), small business and 

entrepreneurial support (66%), and social equity efforts to ensure Downtown is welcoming to all 
(56%) 

o The top three long-term priorities were cleaning and safety efforts (75%), social equity efforts to 
ensure Downtown is welcoming to all (61%), and small business and entrepreneurial support 
(59%) 

• When asked to select one action to improve Downtown San Jose, the top three responses were: 
o Cleaning and safety efforts (37%) 
o Small business and entrepreneurial support (21%) 
o Social equity efforts to ensure Downtown is welcoming to all (17%) 

• Collectively, these top three actions received 75% of all responses. Based on P.U.M.A.’s experience, it is 
unusual to have such strong consensus around top priorities. 
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DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE TODAY 
Prior to the pandemic, approximately how often were you in Downtown 
San Jose? 
The majority of respondents (71%) indicated that they were in Downtown San Jose at least once a week prior to 
the pandemic. Only 2% of respondents were in Downtown either ‘rarely (maybe once a year)’ or ‘almost never.’ 

 

As restrictions on businesses are lifted, how comfortable will you be in the 
next two months visiting Downtown to attend: 
Overall, more than half of survey respondents indicated that they will be either ‘cautious/hesitant’ or ‘not 
comfortable’ visiting Downtown San Jose for various services over the next two months as physical distancing 
measures are lifted. Over 90% of participants said they are either cautious/hesitant or not comfortable visiting 
Downtown for bars and nightlife venues (93%), indoor events and performances (93%), and fitness facilities and 
gyms (92%). The services with the most ‘comfortable’ responses were museums (31%), stores (31%), and 
restaurants and coffee shops (28%). 
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DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE TOMORROW 
Over the next 12 months, which of the following actions will be important 
to help Downtown recover? 
Respondents were asked to rate a series of actions to help Downtown San Jose recover over the next 12 months 
as either “Very Important”, “Important”, “Somewhat Important”, “Not Important”, or “Don’t Know”. The chart 
below is sorted according to the action’s importance. The top three actions considered “Very Important” were 
cleaning and safety efforts (78%), small business and entrepreneurial support (66%), social equity efforts to 
ensure Downtown is welcoming to all (56%). These three actions stand alone as the clear priorities amongst 
survey participants. Secondarily, advocacy for new policies to support Downtown received a strong response, 
with 75% of respondents considering it “very important” or “important.” Notably all actions except the bottom 
two in the table below had a majority of respondents rate them as “very important” or “important.” 

 
Very 

Important Important Somewhat 
Important 

Not 
Important 

Don't 
Know 

Cleaning and safety efforts 78% 17% 4% 1% 0% 
Small business and entrepreneurial 
support 66% 25% 7% 1% 1% 

Social equity efforts to ensure 
Downtown is welcoming to all 56% 26% 12% 5% 2% 

Advocacy for new policies to support 
Downtown 38% 37% 17% 3% 5% 

Research and development of new 
services and programs 29% 36% 24% 6% 5% 

Capital improvements (to streetscaping, 
lighting, common areas, etc.) 27% 36% 31% 6% 1% 

Greening and beautification 24% 33% 32% 11% 1% 
Promotions and communications for 
stakeholders 17% 27% 31% 13% 11% 

Events and other activations 17% 27% 34% 19% 2% 

Responses cited by multiple respondents in the ‘other’ category include:  

• Provide services for people experiencing homelessness 
• Address concerns over noise levels, particularly at nighttime 
• Closing streets or repurposing parking spaces for outdoor dining or additional space for people to walk, 

roll, or bike 
• Reevaluate law enforcement presence in Downtown San Jose 
• Improve the parking experience 
• Integrate public art into the Downtown environment 
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Looking to the future beyond recovery, please offer three words that best 
capture your vision for Downtown San Jose by the year 2030: 
The word cloud to the right 
represents the words respondents 
used to describe their vision of 
Downtown San Jose in the future. 
The size of the word indicates how 
frequently it was used, with the 
largest words being the ones used 
most often. The top 10 words 
(and frequency) were:  

1. Safe (400) 
2. Clean (267) 
3. Vibrant (214) 
4. Welcoming (149) 
5. Diverse (126)  
6. Inclusive (112) 
7. Fun (75) 
8. Walkable (68) 
9. Community (64) 
10. Accessible (57) 

Top words offered by respondents 
align with findings from the 
survey’s multiple-choice 
questions, above and below. 

 

To achieve your vision for Downtown San Jose, which of the following 
actions will be important in the long-term, beyond 12 months? 
Respondents were also asked to rate a series of long-term actions as either “Very Important”, “Important”, 
“Somewhat Important”, “Not Important” or “Don’t Know”. The chart below is sorted according to the action’s 
importance. The top three actions considered “Very Important” were cleaning and safety efforts (75%), social 
equity efforts to ensure Downtown is safe and welcoming to all (61%), small business and entrepreneurial 
support (59%). All of the provided improvements received a strong “Very Important” or “Important response 
from participants, with the exception of promotions and communications for stakeholders. 

 Very 
Important Important Somewhat 

Important 
Not 

Important 
Don't 
Know 

Cleaning and safety efforts 75% 19% 5% 1% 0% 
Social equity efforts to ensure 
Downtown is welcoming to all 61% 23% 9% 5% 2% 

Small business and entrepreneurial 
support 59% 29% 10% 1% 1% 
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Capital improvements (to 
streetscaping, lighting, common areas, 
etc.) 

43% 40% 16% 2% 0% 

Greening and beautification 41% 40% 16% 3% 0% 
Advocacy for new policies to support 
Downtown 40% 33% 20% 4% 4% 

Research and development of new 
services and programs 35% 36% 21% 5% 3% 

Events and other activations 34% 37% 22% 6% 1% 
Promotions and communications for 
stakeholders 19% 29% 31% 11% 10% 

Frequent responses in the ‘other’ category include:  

• Provide services for people experiencing homelessness 
• Add housing at a variety of price points to Downtown San Jose 
• Incorporate more public art into the Downtown environment 
• Improve transit access to, from, and within Downtown 
• Fill vacant storefronts 
• Defund/reallocate police resources 
• Improve the parking experience in Downtown San Jose 

Short-term vs. long-term actions 

When survey respondents were asked about short-term (within the next 12-months) versus long-term (beyond 
12-months) actions for improving Downtown, the same top three priorities emerged. The table below compares 
the top ‘very important’ actions in each timeframe, along with the percentage of respondents that rated the 
action ‘very important.’ Cleaning and safety efforts, small business and entrepreneurial support, and social 
equity efforts to ensure Downtown is safe and welcoming to all were identified as clear priorities in both the 
short- and long-term. More so, cleaning and safety efforts stands alone as the top priority in Downtown San Jose 
moving into the future, according to participants. After the top three, results between timeframes begin to 
differ. Advocacy for new policies to support Downtown and research and development of new services and 
programs were top 5 actions in the short-term, while in the long-term, capital improvements and greening and 
beautification became stronger priorities. 

Short-term (next 12-months) Long-term (beyond 12-months) 

Cleaning and safety efforts (78%) Cleaning and safety efforts (75%) 

Small business and entrepreneurial support (66%) Social equity efforts to ensure Downtown is 
welcoming to all (61%) 

Social equity efforts to ensure Downtown is 
welcoming to all (56%) Small business and entrepreneurial support (59%) 

Advocacy for new policies to support Downtown 
(38%) 

Capital improvements (to streetscaping, lighting, 
common areas, etc.) (43%) 

Research and development of new services and 
programs (29%) Greening and beautification (41%) 
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To achieve your vision, which one action from Question 5 is the MOST 
important? 
To assist in priority setting, respondents were asked to select ONE action from the previous question’s answer 
choices. When asked to select one action to improve Downtown San Jose, cleaning and safety efforts again 
stood out significantly from the pack. More than one in three survey respondents (37%) selected this as the 
most important action. Based on P.U.M.A.’s experience, it is very rare for one answer choice to get this high of a 
response rate in this type of question.  

Small business and entrepreneurial support (21%) and social equity efforts to ensure Downtown is welcoming to 
all (17%) also received strong support, rounding out the same top three as the above questions received. 
Collectively, these three actions received 75% of all responses. Based on P.U.M.A.’s experience conducting 
similar surveys with Downtowns across the country, it is unusual to have such strong consensus around top 
priorities. 

 

If you could suggest one additional and specific improvement to enhance 
Downtown San Jose, not listed above, what would it be? 
Survey respondents were asked to provide ideas for additional improvements to Downtown San Jose in an 
open-ended format. Key themes include: 

• Provide services for people experiencing homelessness 
• Incorporate additional affordable housing and commercial space (office and retail) into Downtown 
• Improve the transit system within Downtown, and transit connections to and from the surrounding 

areas 
• Fill existing vacant storefronts 
• Repurpose streets, public parking spaces, and existing parks, to prioritize space for people to walk, roll, 

bike, dine outdoors, safely gather, and recreate Downtown 
• Increase the presence of public art Downtown and invest in and support local artists 
• Recruit a grocery store and/or pharmacy 
• Improve the Downtown parking experience 
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3%
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17%
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• Add public restrooms with showers to Downtown 
• Encourage new and improve existing parks and open space, including the Guadalupe Trail 
• Cultivate a unique brand and identity for Downtown San Jose 
• Recruit and retain locally- and BIPOC-owned, independent retail and restaurants (BIPOC: Black, 

Indigenous, and people of color) 
• Improve wayfinding signage to allow people to better navigate Downtown 

 

 

 

RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS 
Which of the following best characterizes your primary interest(s) in 
Downtown San Jose? (Select all that apply) 

 

Examples of respondents’ primary interest in the ‘other’ category include 

• SJSU Alumni 
• Grew up in Downtown San Jose but no longer live there 
• Property Manager for a Downtown property 
• Volunteer 
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Age (Optional) 

 

Gender (Optional) 

 

Ethnicity (Select all that apply) (Optional) 
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Annual Household Income (Optional) 

 

Home Zip Code (Optional) 
Survey respondents provided 80 different zip codes, the 
majority of which are in the greater San Jose area. The zip 
codes with the most representation in the survey data are: 
95112 (27%), 95110 (9%), 95126 (8%), 95125 (7%), and 95113 
(4%). These zip codes cover Downtown San Jose and the areas 
immediately surrounding Downtown, as seen in the map to 
the right.   
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CROSS-TABULATIONS 
The survey results were cross-tabulated to see if responses differed based on respondent demographics 
including interest in Downtown San Jose, age, income, and race/ethnicity. Results categorized by various 
demographics are provided below.  

 

Interest in Downtown San Jose 
Survey results were cross-tabulated by respondents’ connection to Downtown San Jose. The categories for 
respondents’ relationship to San Jose were Downtown Property Owner, Downtown Business Owner, Downtown 
Employee, Downtown Resident, University Student or Employee, City of San Jose Resident living outside 
Downtown, Other South Bay Resident living outside of Downtown, and Visitor. 

As restrictions on businesses are lifted, how comfortable will you be in the next two 
months visiting Downtown to attend: 

There was some variation in survey participants’ opinions about returning to Downtown for various services in 
the next couple months as COVID-19 restrictions are lifted. The percent of responses by interest in Downtown 
San Jose who are ‘comfortable’ are shown in the table below. In particular, Downtown business owners 
indicated they are generally more comfortable visiting various services in the near future than all the other 
respondent groups.  

 

Restaurants/ 
Coffee Shops 

Bars and 
Nightlife 
Venues 

Stores Personal 
Services 

Fitness 
Facilities/ 

Gyms 
Museums Indoor 

Events 
Outdoor 
Events 

Downtown Resident 33% 8% 32% 19% 12% 33% 7% 27% 
City of San Jose 
Resident living outside 
of Downtown 

27% 6% 31% 19% 6% 32% 6% 21% 

Other South Bay 
Resident living outside 
of Downtown 

25% 6% 29% 19% 6% 22% 6% 23% 

Downtown Employee 24% 5% 26% 17% 6% 29% 6% 21% 
Downtown Business 
Owner 44% 17% 43% 27% 21% 42% 16% 31% 

Downtown Property 
Owner 32% 6% 30% 21% 10% 34% 4% 28% 

University Student or 
Employee 25% 5% 27% 13% 7% 31% 4% 22% 

Visitor 25% 6% 34% 17% 3% 18% 7% 20% 

 

To achieve your vision for Downtown San Jose, which one action is the MOST 
important? 

Survey respondents were generally in agreement on the top actions needed to improve Downtown San Jose 
moving forward, and full results with the top three actions in bold by respondent interest in Downtown are 
provided below. 
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 Downtown 
Resident 

City of San 
Jose 

Resident 
living 

outside of 
Downtown 

Other South 
Bay Resident 

living 
outside of 
Downtown 

Downtown 
Employee 

Downtown 
Business 
Owner 

Downtown 
Property 
Owner 

University 
Student or 
Employee 

Visitor 

Cleaning and 
safety efforts 34% 34% 32% 43% 31% 44% 40% 44% 

Small business 
and 
entrepreneurial 
support 

22% 21% 18% 18% 29% 17% 16% 22% 

Social equity 
efforts 17% 22% 11% 16% 16% 14% 20% 16% 

Capital 
Improvements 7% 5% 9% 7% 11% 8% 4% 5% 

Greening and 
beautification 6% 4% 10% 5% 2% 7% 9% 0% 

Advocacy for new 
policies to 
support 
Downtown 

5% 2% 4% 2% 5% 1% 0% 0% 

Events and other 
activations 5% 7% 13% 6% 2% 7% 5% 8% 

Research and 
development 3% 3% 2% 3% 4% 1% 5% 3% 

Promotions and 
communication 
for stakeholders 

0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 1% 

 
Age 
Survey results were also cross-tabulated by age. The age categories provided in the survey were under 18, 18 to 
24, 25 to 34, 35 to 49, 50 to 64, and Over 65. Some of the provided age categories had lower response rates 
than others and thus, to produce more robust results, age categories were grouped into Under 25, 25 to 34, 35 
to 49, 50 to 64, and Over 65.  

As restrictions on businesses are lifted, how comfortable will you be in the next two 
months visiting Downtown to attend: 

When asked if they will be comfortable, cautious/hesitant, or not comfortable visiting Downtown San Jose for 
various services in the next two months as COVID-19 restrictions are lifted, participants in different age groups 
had varied responses. Overall, respondents in the 50 to 64 age range said will be more ‘comfortable’ visiting 
Downtown for the provided services than all other age groups. The table below shows the percent of 
participants in each age group that will be ‘comfortable’ visiting Downtown for the provided services, with 
notable variations in bold. 

 
Under 25 25 to 34 35 to 49 50 to 64 Over 65 

Restaurants/ Coffee Shops 33% 22% 28% 37% 29% 
Bars and Nightlife Venues 6% 4% 8% 9% 2% 
Stores 31% 22% 31% 41% 28% 
Personal Services 14% 14% 19% 24% 18% 
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Fitness Facilities/ Gyms 8% 5% 10% 10% 4% 
Museums 28% 26% 29% 40% 33% 
Indoor Events 3% 4% 7% 11% 3% 
Outdoor Events 25% 20% 24% 30% 26% 

To achieve your vision for Downtown San Jose, which one action is the MOST 
important? 

Survey respondents were mostly on the same page about which actions were most important to improve 
Downtown San Jose moving forward regardless of age. Respondents under 65 had the same top three responses 
in a slightly different order; cleaning and safety efforts, social equity efforts to ensure Downtown is welcoming 
to all, and small business and entrepreneurial support. However, respondents over 65 prioritized events and 
other activations over social equity efforts. Details by age can be found in the table below, with the top three 
responses for each age group in bold. 

 
Under 25 25 to 34 35 to 49 50 to 64 Over 65 

Cleaning and safety efforts 37% 27% 38% 40% 40% 
Social equity efforts to ensure Downtown is 
welcoming to all 20% 27% 18% 12% 8% 

Small business and entrepreneurial support 17% 20% 20% 23% 24% 
Events and other activations 11% 3% 7% 8% 14% 
Capital improvements (to streetscaping, lighting, 
common areas, etc.) 6% 6% 6% 7% 9% 

Research and development of new services and 
programs 6% 5% 2% 2% 2% 

Greening and beautification 3% 5% 5% 6% 2% 
Promotions and communications for stakeholders 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 
Advocacy for new policies to support Downtown 0% 5% 3% 2% 2% 

 
 

Income 
Online survey results were cross-tabulated by annual household income as well. The income categories provided 
in the survey were Less than $25,000, $25,000-$49,999, $50,000-$99,999, $100,000-$199,999, and More than 
$200,000. Some of the provided household income ranges had less responses than others and thus, to produce 
more compelling results, income categories were grouped into: Less than $50,000, $50,000-$99,999, $100,000-
$199,999, and More than $200,000. 

As restrictions on businesses are lifted, how comfortable will you be in the next two 
months visiting Downtown to attend: 

When asked how comfortable they will be returning to Downtown San Jose for various services in the next two 
months, respondents in different income groups had some variation in responses. Overall, respondents with an 
annual household income of more than $200,000 were more likely to say they are ‘comfortable’ visiting 
Downtown for the provided services. The table below shows the percent of participants in each income group 
that will be ‘comfortable’ visiting Downtown for various services, with notable differences in bold. 
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Less than 
$50,000 

$50,000 - 
$99,999 

$100,000 - 
$199,999 

More than 
$200,000 

Restaurants/ Coffee Shops 33% 26% 29% 36% 
Bars and Nightlife Venues 5% 5% 10% 6% 
Stores 33% 30% 32% 37% 
Personal Services 13% 19% 17% 26% 
Fitness Facilities/Gyms 10% 7% 7% 12% 
Museums 33% 32% 34% 36% 
Indoor Events 8% 9% 6% 8% 
Outdoor Events 25% 24% 24% 30% 

To achieve your vision for Downtown San Jose, which one action is the MOST 
important? 

When asked to select which one action will be most important to improving Downtown San Jose moving 
forward, all income groups had the same top three responses. However, the top response for respondents with 
an annual household income over $50,000 was cleaning and safety efforts, while respondents earning less than 
$50,000 annually most frequently selected social equity efforts to ensure Downtown is welcoming to all. This 
answer choice correlated with income – the lower the income level, the more likely the respondent was to 
choose this action. The same was true with small business and entrepreneurial support. Alternatively, cleaning 
and safety had the opposite correlation – the higher the income level, the more likely the respondent was to 
choose this action. 

 Less than 
$50,000 

$50,000- 
$99,999 

$100,000-
$199,999 

More than 
$200,000 

Cleaning and safety efforts 26% 30% 37% 38% 
Social equity efforts to ensure Downtown is 
welcoming to all 29% 25% 16% 11% 

Small business and entrepreneurial support 25% 22% 22% 20% 
Greening and beautification 5% 2% 8% 5% 
Capital improvements  5% 4% 7% 10% 
Events and other activations 5% 8% 6% 9% 
Research and development of new services and 
programs 4% 4% 3% 1% 

Advocacy for new policies to support Downtown 2% 4% 1% 5% 
Promotions and communications for stakeholders 0% 0% 0% 1% 

 
Race and Ethnicity 
Survey results were also cross-tabulated by respondents’ race and ethnicity. The options provided for 
respondents in this question were Asian, Black/African American, Caucasian, Hispanic/Latinx, Native 
American/Indigenous, Pacific Islander, and prefer not to answer. While there were a significant number of 
respondents who are Asian, Caucasian, and Hispanic/Latinx, there were less respondents who identify as 
Black/African American, Native American/Indigenous, and Pacific Islander. To preserve the anonymity of survey 
participants and make the data more reliable, the responses in these low-response rate categories were 
combined in this cross-tabulation analysis. 
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As restrictions on businesses are lifted, how comfortable will you be in the next two 
months visiting Downtown to attend: 

There was variation in survey respondents’ opinions about returning to Downtown San Jose for various services 
in the next couple months as COVID-19 restrictions are lifted. The percent of responses by race/ethnicity in 
Downtown San Jose who are ‘comfortable’ are shown in the table below. In general, Black/African American, 
Native American/Indigenous, or Pacific Islander, and Caucasian respondents indicated they are more likely to 
return to Downtown San Jose in the near future for the provided services, while Asian respondents indicated 
they are significantly more cautious or hesitant to do so.  

 Asian 

Black/African 
American, Native 

American/ Indigenous, 
or Pacific Islander 

Caucasian Hispanic/Latinx 

Restaurants/ Coffee Shops 20% 28% 32% 28% 
Bars and Nightlife Venues 2% 9% 7% 8% 
Stores 21% 27% 35% 30% 
Personal Services 8% 20% 22% 19% 
Fitness Facilities/Gyms 3% 13% 9% 6% 
Museums 23% 36% 36% 28% 
Indoor Events 3% 11% 7% 7% 
Outdoor Events 17% 30% 26% 22% 

To achieve your vision for Downtown San Jose, which one action is the MOST 
important? 

Survey participants were generally in agreement on the top actions needed to improve Downtown San Jose 
moving forward, and full results with the top three actions in bold by respondent race/ethnicity are provided 
below. 

 Asian 

Black/African 
American, Native 

American/Indigenous, 
or Pacific Islander 

Caucasian Hispanic/Latinx 

Cleaning and safety efforts 40% 41% 32% 38% 
Social equity efforts to ensure 
Downtown is welcoming to all 21% 30% 17% 24% 

Small business and entrepreneurial 
support 19% 11% 25% 17% 

Capital improvements  7% 5% 7% 5% 
Greening and beautification 4% 3% 5% 4% 
Events and other activations 4% 4% 7% 8% 
Advocacy for new policies to 
support Downtown 3% 3% 3% 3% 

Research and development of new 
services and programs 2% 4% 3% 3% 

Promotions and communications 
for stakeholders 0% 0% 1% 1% 
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